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1. General description  

The transducer CEMB T1-50 is called multi-sensor in a sense that it allows various measure types according to the manu-
factured versions, namely the measure of absolute vibrations (seismic version), the measure of relative vibrations (version 
with feeling probe) and the measure of absolute vibrations with version with feeling probe and seismic mass. This transducer, 
used in proper versions, can be applied to any type of servicing under the hardest working conditions.
The signal generated by this transducer must be analyzed and measured by a suitable unit (i.e.: CEMB TMP/TDSP).

2. operatinG principle and typical applications

Transducer T1-50 is employed for the monitoring of:
• S - Absolute vibration (seismic version)
 One tension, proportional to the vibration velocity is generated by a coil which is united to the transducer cage and fully 

set in the magnetic field of a seismic mass. The transducer casing must be strictly fixed to the vibrating body.
 

• P - relative vibration (version with feeling probe)
 One tension proportional to the vibration velocity, is generated by a coil which is joined to a suitable probe in strict contact 

to the vibrating point. Such a oil is fully set in the magnetic field of a mass joined to the transducer casing which must be 
strictly connected to a part free from vibrations. 

vibrating part

connecting flange

sensor casing

fixed coil seismic mass
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 The measure of vibrations is relative to such a fix point. The probe mainly consists of a contacting device made of syn-
thetic fibre which is set in good contact with the vibrating point and delivers the same vibration amplitude to the coil.

• S+P - Absolute vibration (version with probe and seismic mass)
 One tension proportional to the vibration velocity, is generated by a coil which is joined to a suitable probe in strict contact 

to the vibration point. Such a coil is fully set in the magnetic field of a mass which is seismically suspended to the transdu-
cer casing. The transducer casing must be strictly fixed to another body which may be of vibrating type too. The probe 
is of the same type of the one previously described. This version (S+P) gives the typical use of the transducer T1-50. In 
fact, it allows the absolute measure of the shaft vibration relating to the inertia reference made by the seismic mass.
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 S and S+P verSionS, when fitted with not-horizontal vibration axle, have been equiPPed with ProPer calibration  
 SPringS able to balance the weight of the SeiSmic maSS. Stroke limiterS Prevent SuSPended bodieS from caSual   
 extreme diSPlacementS.

3. specifications

Type of measurement
seismic (absolute vibration) or by feeling probe (relative or absolute 
shaft vibrations) according to manufactured versions  

Dynamic range
frequency: 10÷150 Hz 
amplitude: 5 mm p.p.

Sensitivity 21,2 mv/mm/sec a 25° su 10 kohm

Frequency reply

probe: 10÷50 Hz 2%
              8÷100 Hz 7%
seismic: 15÷100 Hz 6%
              20÷50 Hz 3% 
              15÷150 Hz 10%

Seismic rejection to the vibration of 
the supporting block

95%

Own frequency 7 Hz

Coil resistance 100 ohm a 24°C

Power supply none

Operating range

temperature (sensor)                
temperature (demodulator)      
humidity (sensor)                     
humidity (demodulator)      

Connection
connector Veam type 3106-165-8P + 3102A-165-8P + AN3057-8 fit 
for flexible sheat fromØ 8 to Ø 14 mm

Material  Alluminium

Sensor weight ~ 2,05 kg

Average weight of probe and fixing flange ~ 3,1 kg

Weight of shielding 2,45 kg

Protection from outside grade IP 55 CEI standards

Maintenance none

FREQUENCY REPLY CURVE
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4. Installation

All versions require a proper flange to be fitted between the transducer and the fitting surface. Such adapter is manufactured 
in four models, following the use of the transducer.
The fitting of such a device allows an easy removal of the transducer without taking off those parts (i.e. the feeling probes) 
requiring experts for their re-fitting adjustments. In addition to that it also allows, after removing the transducer, to check 
absolute vibrations of the part under control by connecting the feeling probe with a proper vibrometer (i.e. CEMB N18 - N20 
- N35).
Fitting of the transducer takes places in two steps:
• first fit the connection flanges onto fixing surfaces by means of screws and pins; in case of transducers with probe, the 

flange incorporates the probe too
• then fix the transducer to the flange by means of two screws M8x30 and two removable cone pins Ø 5x30. So the 

transducer box is fully independent from its control device.
Flange types:
• for transducer with probe: standard flange PN - large flange PG
• for seismic transducer: standard flange SN - fixing plate SS
The oscillation mass of transducer types (S) and (S+P) is blocked during transportation. To free it, change screws A and B 
between them. The screw head is painted in red.
When making this change, take care to re-fit waterproof rings too. In case a transducer with not-vertical axle is fitted, make 
it sure that screw A is in the lower side of the transducer.
This assures the proper working of the seismic mass. 

4.1 electric connection

Electric connection by means of a waterproof connector able to fit Ø 8 to Ø 14 mm, cables. Cable type: shielded, bipolar with 
min. section 2 mm2.

4.2 positioninG of transducer t1-50

The transducer, usually foreseen for measuring by prod, is made up of two independent parts: the real transducer and the 
prod unit.
The transducer is normally supplied with these parts assembled as in normal service position, therefore it is necessary to 
make the following operations:
• extract the transducer from the prod unit removing the two fastening screws
• assemble the prod unit in work position making these operations:

 > orient the prod unit so that the sheet supporting the slide is submitted to tensile strength in the shaft rotation direction; 
in the case the sheet does not work correctly and it is necessary to turn it by 180° (flange of long prod unit), loosen the 
four screws supporting the probe pushbutton part and make the inversion
 > introduce proper thicknesses between the fastening surface of machine casing and the flange of prod unit so that the 

two sheets are not bended and contemporaneously it is obtained the contact between the ends of slide and the surface 
of shaft to be controlled. Pressing by hand the surface, it can be controlled the contact of slide. After this position is 
achieved, control that a level difference of about 2 mm is present between the two surfaces
 > join by pins and thighten the screws assuring the perpendicularity of moving slide with the shaft rotation axle

• assemble the real transducer following these phases:
 > control by a square that the pressure prod that controls internally the transducer is flush with the base plane of the 

transducer. In contrary case, the transducer is damaged
 > assemble the transducer on the prod unit by screws and pins orienting it so that the four screws that are located on 

a side are adjusted in the top part of the transducer (in the case the position is not vertical); in this manner, the sheets 
supporting internally the seismic mass are submitted to tensile strenght

• start up following these phases:
 > unlock the seismic mass inverting with one another the positions of the two screws with red-colour painted heads for 

shielded cable

connector waterproof
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allowing the survey of absolute vibrations
 > normally the transducers have a device with weight balancing springs for the seismic mass; this device is calibrated by 

CEMB according to the value od angle supplied by the customer order. If this angle must vary or it is necessary to control 
this balancing, it is necessary to remove one of the lateral walls and operate the mechanism until it is got the rectilinear 
position of sheets. When the wall is dismounted it is advisable to control also that the prod is preloaded by 2 mm (the 
bending of two sheets that supports it, appears clearly.) Assembling again the lateral wall, take care to the good sealing

• verify by tester the electric insulation between  rotor and transducer casing.

 If you wiSh to make the Sole relative vibration meaSure, you muSt not exchange the ScrewS A and b with another  
 one, keePing So the SeiSmic maSS locked in itS PoSition.

Refer to dwg. nr. 58832
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